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Our selected products encompass 
Montessori teaching principles... 
demonstrating high craftsmanship 
and quality using natural sustainable 
materials, enticing for young 
hands, simplicity in nature, whilst 
encouraging deep exploration and 
allowing for self-correction, self-
directed learning and self-esteem 
in young minds.

About our 
Montessori Range...

MONTESSORI

SENSORIAL
FROM PAGE 237

MATHMETHATICS 
& LANGUAGE
PAGE 249-252

SORTING & 
COUNTING
FROM PAGE 242
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Grimm’s Grasper Beads  
139963 Rainbow  .......................................................................................  $34.95
139964 Natural  .........................................................................................  $34.95
Grimm’s Grasper Beads are the perfect tactile experience for babies as well as a great teething toy. The 
wooden balls are joined together by an elasticized heavy duty string. Size: 11 x 9 x 5cmH Age: 0+ mths

Grimm’s toys are designed to encourage toddlers and children 
to engage in open-ended and independent play using simple yet 
vibrantly coloured shapes. Pieces are hand-cut and sanded, and 

coloured only with non-toxic water-based dyes.

Discoveroo Wooden Play Ball  
¬ 144140 Beads  ...........................................................................................  $19.95
¬ 144141 Traffic  ...........................................................................................  $19.95

The Discoveroo Wooden Play Ball is a 12cm diameter ball made from beech wood with beads that spin 
around a plastic cord. Great for motor skill development. As this product contains some small parts, it’s 
not recommended for children under 6 months.  Age: 6+ mths

Blue Ribbon Baby Rattle  
¬ 131393 Diamond  ......................................... $11.95

A Geo-shaped wooden rattle with bright coloured visual graphics. 
Painted using a non-toxic finish. Size: 5 x 5 x 3cmH 

¬ 131394 Star Maracas  .................................. $11.95
Produce a rattling sound by shaking this easy to grasp wooden 
rattle. Size: 5 x 5 x 3cmH 

Blue Ribbon have created a bright collection of baby rattles featuring different designs and colours. All rattles are 
made from rubberwood and painted with a non-toxic finish.

¬ 131395 Flower Key ...................................... $14.95
A flower-shaped wooden rattle made from rubber wood and 
painted with a non-toxic finish. Size: 9cm 

¬ 131396 Squishy Rattle ................................. $13.95
Two rings that produce a rattle sound and yield easily to pressure 
when squeezed. Size: 7 x 7 x 7cm 

¬ 131397 Horse Shoe Rings  ........................... $14.95
Moving rings that produce a pleasant sound when shaking. Made 
from rubber wood. Size: 5 x 10 x 5cm 

¬ 131398 First Car  .......................................... $15.95
A wooden car suitably sized for little hands and features a driver 
with a head that turns and wheels that clack when shaken. Size: 
9 x 9 x 10cm 

¬ 131398T Set of 6  ........................................... $79.95
Six brightly coloured baby rattles featuring different designs. All 
rattles are made from rubber wood and painted with a non-toxic 
finish.  Age: 0+ mths
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Sensory Reflective Mirror Balls  
139391 4pcs  .............................................................................................  $59.95
Develop children’s gross motor and sensory skills and introduce them to the concept of size and scale. 
These reflective balls are ideal for indoor or outdoor play. Children can explore the reflective properties 
of items placed next to the balls. Made from hard wearing stainless steel, measures 6cm, 8cm, 10cm 
and 15cm in diametre.  Age: 12+ mths

Mirror Pebbles  
132574 Set of 20  .....................................................................................  $219.95
A fantastic open-ended play based resource. Mirror Pebbles are great for stacking, sorting, counting 
and so much more. With four different sizes, they offer sensory appeal and the opportunity for children 
to explore and experiment. Ideal for creating 3D landscapes  or as a unique resource for numeracy 
lessons. A pebble weighs approx. 15g. Four assorted sizes ranging from 4.5 - 15cm.  Age: 10+ mths

Wonderworld Natural Toys  
143172 Rainbow Rattle  ............................... $16.95
Safe rattle for inquisitive babies. Size: 7.5 x 8.5 x 4cm 

143174 Stacking Rings  ................................ $29.95
Wooden round stacking rings for basic learning of colours, 
stacking, sequencing, and hand to eye coordination. Size: 9 x 9 
x 17.5cm 

This stunning set of natural wooden 

developmental toys are coloured using natural 

dyes from vegetable and flower extracts. 

Toddlers will learn about sizes, shapes, 

sequential ordering and problem solving.

Felt Rainbow Balls  
136577 7.5 & 13cm 2pcs  ......................................................................................................................... $29.95
136576 5cm 28pcs  .................................................................................................................................. $39.95

Rainbow felt balls are so versatile, use them for imaginary play, colour sorting or counting. Beneficial for developing sensory and fine motor skills.

Grimm’s Wooden Coloured Gems  
¬ 139957  ....................................................... $45.95

It is exciting to balance these blocks and experiment with stacking 
on each edge. Build up leaning towers and wild landscapes. 4 
pieces. Materials: lime wood, non-toxic water based colour stain. 
Sizes vary from 7-14cm in length and 7cmH.  Age: 12+ mths

143176 Shape Sorter ................................... $37.95
The Natural Shape Sorter includes six different shaped blocks with 
suited shaped holes. Size: 15 x 15 x 9 cm 

143177 Endless Pounder  ............................. $29.95
The baby will enjoy hitting the peg both sides. Size: 13 x 19 x 9 cm 

143179T Set of 5  ......................................... $154.95
Set contains one of each toy.  Age: 0+ mths
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Wonderworld Bouncing Pounder  
¬ 143274  .....................................................................................................  $43.95

A quality wooden activity toy with bright primary-coloured pegs that children will love. When the peg is 
pounded, a lever raises and vice-versa, teaching cause and effect. Made from rubber wood and non-
toxic water based paints. Size: 13 x 13 x 18cmH Age: 18+ mths

Wonderworld Rolling Ball Pounder  
¬ 143275  .....................................................................................................  $43.95

This is an interactive toy that will encourage curiosity with a cause and effect function. The aim is to 
hammer the balls down onto the track, watch them roll back so that they can be picked up to start 
again! Size: 11 x 32 x 11cmH Age: 18+ mths

Rainbow Sound Blocks  
149484 6pcs ................................................ $63.95
A multi-sensory experience, these stunning wooden blocks 
made from eco-friendly rubberwood will capture attention with 
both beauty and interactive play. The stunning blocks appeal 
to the senses of touch, sight and hearing with six wooden 
boxes containing different objects providing a variety of gentle, 
stimulating activities. Babies and toddlers can see through the 
coloured acrylic fronts, sit them together to make different colours 
and shake them to make sounds. Size: Box: 13 x 23 x 7cm Age: 
18+ mths

Voila Shape Sorter  
146910 11.5 x 12 x 10cm  ...........................  $29.95
This toy helps to develop basic shape recognition and hand-eye 
co-ordination. Children will enjoy fitting the six pieces of different 
shapes and colours into the six geometrically shaped slots. The 
sorting pieces can also be used for simple constructions.  Age: 
12+ mths

Voila Fit Me In  
146912 17 x 17 x 4.5cm  ...........................................................................  $29.95
A colourful three-dimensional puzzle composed of various geometric shapes which fit into a wooden 
tray. Helps to develop observation and manipulative skills.  Age: 18+ mths

Voila Geo Trio  
146914 9.5 x 21.8 x 11cm  ........................................................................  $29.95
A stacking toy, composed of three sets of geometric pieces of varying sizes and colours, to be 
assembled on three flexible rods. Children will learn to differentiate sizes, forms and colours, while 
creating amusing characters according to their imagination.  Age: 18+ mths
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Discoveroo Bendy Caterpillar  
¬ 144144 22cm  .............................................................................................. $13.95

A bendable caterpillar made from plantation wood and safe paints, is great for building coordination and 
basic motor skills. You won’t be able to put it down.  Age: 10+ mths

Discoveroo Windmill Stackeroo  
¬ 144146 18cmH ...........................................................................................  $24.95

Made from Plantation wood and safe paints this is a great variation on the traditional stacker. Featuring 
seven colourful rings and the top one spins like a windmill. The round pieces have two holes so children 
kids can learn about 3D.  Age: 18+ mths

Discoveroo Magnetic Stacking Rocket  
¬ 144151 20cmH ........................................................................................... $34.95

Great for motor skills and pretend play, this wonderful toy can be played with as a stacker and also a 
rocket. Eight hidden magnets in each ring offer a great challenge for little ones. Includes a spaceman, 
alien and monkey for a variety of space adventures.  Age: 18+ mths

Discoveroo Magnetic Stacking Helicopter  
¬ 144152 21 x 14 x 10cm  ............................................................................  $36.95

Five pieces which join together with safely hidden magnets. The felt rotor spins as the wheels turn. 
Great for motor skills and hours of open-ended play.  Age: 18+ mths

Wedgits Starter Set  
133898 15pcs  ............................................. $29.95
The Starter set has large blocks providing fun for the family with 
toddlers and individuals with special needs. Pieces range from 5 
to 15cm.  Age: 2+ yrs

NIC Cubio Ball Track  
¬ 113727 61pcs  ........................................... $164.95

The Cubio Wooden Ball Run is ideal for small children with its large 
wooden balls, which are easy to hold and modular block units that 
are easy to construct into exciting and stable runs.  Age: 18+ mths

NIC Toys are a quality German toy maker producing 
wooden marble runs from FSC Maple or Beech wood 
and painted with non-toxic water-based paints. Easy 
to build in any configuration you wish, the large 4cm 
wooden balls will roll smoothly down the tracks. A 
basic set and extension set are available in this range.

Grimm’s Large Boxes  
140150 Monochrome 6pcs  ........................ $139.95
The set of boxes is a versatile toy for children. Can be stacked, 
sorted by size and colour. Build with them, use as a house or car 
port or collect treasures. Size: 15 x 15 x 15cmH Age: 0+ mths

The Monochrome Grimms range has been designed with maximum reduction in both form and colour. The high contrast in colour as well as 
textured surfaces help to develop those with special needs and very young. Children with visual handicaps will be motivated to discover the 

world around them by discerning a more visible world.

Grimm’s Large Tunnel  
140151 Monochrome  ................................ $149.95
The Monochrome Tunnel is really versatile and ideal already for 
small children. The striking Black & Natural Rainbow Stacking Toy 
from Grimm’s works equally well as a stimulating toy. It can be 
stacked as a rainbow, splayed out, used as a bridge, stacked in 
other imaginative ways, used as a tunnel for cars (and even little 
people!), the possibilities are endless. Size: 38 x 18cmH Age: 0+ 
mths

Grimm’s Stacking House  
140152 Monochrome 5pcs  .......................... $59.95
The Grimm’s Monochrome wooden house comprises of five 
wooden pieces which can be used for stacking, sorting and 
recognition of colour and spatial size variations. The high contrast 
is striking and perfect for someone with vision impairment but fun 
for everyone else too. Size: 13 x 13cmH Age: 0+ mths

NIC Cubio Ball Track Extension  
¬ 113728 45pcs  ........................................... $124.95

The Cubio Wooden Ball Run Extension with its wavy tracks adds 
length, variety and excitement when added to the Cubio Wooden 
Ball Run Basic Set (113727). The modular blocks and tracks are 
easy for young children to construct into stable runs. Not suitable 
as a standalone set as it does not come with a ball.  Age: 18+ 
mths

NIC Cubio Ball Track & Extension Set  
¬ 113728T 106pcs  ......................................................................................................................................  $279.95

An easy to build marble run with large wooden balls and modular block units. This set includes the 61 piece track set and 45 piece track 
extension set.  Age: 18+ mths
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Blue Ribbon Chunky 3D Tray 
Puzzle

 

¬ 131405 Tree  ................................................ $23.95
¬ 131406 House  ............................................. $23.95

A range of colourful, wooden chunky 3D versatile tray puzzles by Blue Ribbon. The big rubberwood pieces are perfect for little hands to fit 
together and be used with 3 levels of increasing difficulty. Complete the picture by: Easy level, using the tray to guide the shape outcome, 
Moderate level, outside the tray with no boundary to guide outcome or High level, complete the picture vertically by identifying the correct 
sequence (eg, for car, wheels first) and balancing the blocks on top of each other. Each puzzle has 5 to 8 pieces 5cm thick, tray measures 17 

x 17cm and suits children 12+ mths.

Wooden Blocks  
¬ 124466 How Am I Feeling 8pcs ..................................................................  $49.95

These unique wooden blocks will be hours of fun as children play around with up to 4000 different 
variations. Happy, sad, scared or just down right spooky. They also provide children with an opportunity 
to recognise and align with eight different emotions. Fun while learning. Size: 4.5 x 13.5 x 4.5cmH 
Age: 12+ mths

¬ 124467 Our Community 12pcs  ..................................................................  $49.95
Mix and Match a range of men and women from a variety of ethnic backgrounds, to complete the 
design for 16 different occupations found in our community. Ranging from a female judge, an Africa 
American astronaut to a western construction worker, these blocks are hours of fun while opening up 
conversations on who makes up our community. Also, great for motor skills by stacking the blocks in 
line to complete the artwork. Made from natural wood, the designs are heat transferred to ensure their 
longevity. Size: 5 x 5 x 5cmH Age: 12+ mths

Children Of The World  
¬ 124468 20pcs  ...........................................................................................  $39.95

Perfect for role playing and storytelling are these beautifully illustrated, brightly coloured wooden 
people representing cultures from all over the World. Made up of 18 diverse cultures including Africa, 
Scotland, India and Russia to name only a few, these high quality figurines are a great aid for children 
to incorporate into their creative play whilst learn about different children from all over the World. 
Measuring a generous 2cm thick and heat transferred to ensure a long lasting quality, they are 
approximately 6cm in height. Size: 6cm Age: 12+ mths

Billy Kidz Wooden Poppet Chair  
u 160004  .....................................................................................................  $69.95

Seat height 15cm. Suitable as low feeding chair when used with 38cmH tables. Size: 31 x 28.5 x 
31cmH 

¬ 131407 Train  ............................................... $23.95
¬ 131408 Car  ................................................. $23.95
¬ 131409 Flower  ............................................ $23.95

¬ 131410 Robot  .............................................. $23.95
¬ 131410T Set of 6  ......................................... $129.95

Large block pieces to play as picture puzzles on the tray or as 
building blocks. Set of six chunky puzzles each measuring 17 x 17 
x 5cm.  Age: 12+ mths

Billy Kidz Wooden Table/Desk with Two Poppet 
Chairs

 

160005  ...................................................................................................  $249.95
The newest addition to the hugely successful Poppet range. This beautifully finished smooth Birch 
Ply wooden table comes with 2 Poppet chairs and can be used as a desk, sofa bench or turn it on its 
side as a table. Size in Desk/Sofa Orientation 68 x 40 x 52cmH, Table Orientation 68 x 52 x 40cmH.  
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Wooden Touch & Feel Box  
¬ 137082  .....................................................................................................  $99.95

A touch and feel box is designed to improve a little one’s sense of touch to identify objects. It is also 
good for developing descriptive language as children try to explain exactly what they are feeling inside 
the box. Size: 15.5 x 25.5 x 14.5cmH 

Natural Marine Sensory Tray  
136724  .....................................................................................................  $99.95
A selection of natural products found in our oceans that have a variety of uses. A great way to teach 
children about marine exploration and discovery, learning about the different textures, sizes, colours 
and where things come from. Fantastic set to use in creating craft projects, adding that natural touch. 
Pack includes a pumice stone, drift wood, sea shell, sea sponges, loofahs and stone. Also, comes in a 
handy natural wooden tray. Size: 45 x 28 x 8cmH 

Natural Sea Sponge  
¬ 136666 Set of 6  ........................................... $33.95

A great sensory experience, as well as a craft resource in paint 
stamping activities. These sponges are from the Mediterranean 
and all natural, therefore may vary in size and shape. Sponges 
range in size from 5 to 11cm.  

Sensory Pack  
136665 10pcs  ............................................. $34.95
Sensory exploration is a child’s way of examining, discovering and 
categorising. Giving the child a chance to play with different types 
of textures and objects helps them to build new ways of talking 
about the world. This natural selection of sensory items contains 
two pieces of wood (100mm diameter), two stones (100mm 
length), two felt balls (85mm diameter), two hand knitted soft pads 
(75mm diameter) and two bean bags (80mm diameter). Comes 
in a Calico Bag.  

Wooden Sensory Pebbles  
136700 9pcs  ............................................... $31.95
Sensory exploration is a child’s way of examining, discovering and 
categorising. Giving the child a chance to play with different types 
of textures and objects helps them to build new ways of talking 
about the world. These natural selection of wooden pebbles range 
from 6 to 9cm.  

Wooden Sensory Path Boxes  
110814 Set of 6  ......................................... $399.95
A set of 6 wooden hexagonal boxes ready to be filled with different 
textures. Sand, water, grass, leaves, rocks and more! Space 
these out or have them close together. Great for group work and 
promotes sensory skills. Size: 43cm Dia x 10cmH 

Kinetic Sand  
u 112990 Natural 5kg Box  .............................. $51.95

  Age: 3+ yrs

Scent Cushions  
¬ 113171 10pk  ............................................... $22.95

A selection of ten different scents in miniature cushions. Each 
one housed in a plastic container. Can be used as a sensory 
experience or as a memory game. Scents contained are: Vanilla, 
Eucalyptus, Pineapple, Lemon, Strawberry, Lavender, Jasmine, 
Orange, Apple and Rose. Each cushion is 4cm.  Age: 3+ yrs
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Touch & Match Game  
130848  ....................................................... $19.95
Timber board with ten different textures in each hole. Simply place 
the peg with the matching texture into the correct hole. Size: 12 
x 18 x 4cm 

Timber Sound Blocks  
148007 25pcs  ............................................. $49.95
This set of sound blocks make building activities more fun as the 
colour blocks have sounds! All blocks are very chunky and safe for 
young children. Size: 33 x 23 x 8.9cmH Age: 18+ mths

Blue Ribbon Matching Sensorial 
Sounds & Weights

 

130875 Sensorial Sound  .............................. $49.95
The sound cylinders are available in two sets of hollow blocks that 
are coded in Red and Blue. There are different size beads inside 
the cylinders to make sound either louder or softer noises when 
shaken. There will be matching sound sets for Red and Blue for a 
child to match them up. The blocks are designed to make the child 
consciously aware of sounds and to better train the ear. Size: 15 x 
23.5 x 9.5cmH Age: 2+ yrs

130876 Sensorial Weight  ............................. $49.95
Eight skittles filled with a variety of weight materials that a child 
holds to determine their relative weights. The child places the 
weight down on the board in order of heaviest to lightest. Grooves 
cut into the bottom of the skittles and board help to match up the 
correct order. The game is designed to enhance a child’s sensory 
development. Size: 12 x 23 x 5cmH Age: 2+ yrs

130876T Set of 2  ........................................... $94.95

Marble Tree Tower  
139920 Small 45cmH  ................................ $119.95

u 139921 Large 72cmH  ................................ $169.95
Drop a marble down the tree and watch it weave through the 
leaves one by one creating beautiful sounds as it falls. Great for 
developing hand-eye co-ordination, this beautiful tree is made in 
Poland from eco-friendly timbers, natural plant dyes and finished 
with flax seed oil. Comes with a set of 6 marbles.  Age: 3+ yrs

Blindfolds  
139892 Set of 6  ........................................... $19.95
Brightly coloured nylon blindfolds for all ages. Easy to wear for 
hide and seek type games such as; pin the tail, what shape is this? 
and many other sensory perception games. Uses are only limited 
by your imagination. Straps are elasticised and have hook & loop 
closures so one size fits all. Size: 9 x 15 x 1cmH 

Easy Hold Mirror  
110846  ....................................................... $17.95
Hand held acrylic mirror for self-reflection, self discovery & 
awareness, collaborative group play and role play. Housed in solid 
rubber wood outer, it is both extremely strong and easy to hold 
and manipulate. Mirror measures 8cm in diameter. Size: 18.5 x 
12cm Age: 12+ mths

Billy Kidz Birch Three Way Table Top Mirror  
¬ 159599  .................................................................................................................................................. $199.95

This solid Birch timber-framed table top mirror is secured by reversible hinges allowing it to not only fold to the size of one panel but allow 
it to be set to any angle for use. A fantastic resource for exploring reflection, colour and light. Each panel features double sided unbreakable 
stainless steel mirrors and measures 330mm x 360mm, with a total length of 1080mm.  

DOUBLE SIDED 
STAINLESS STEEL 

MIRRORS
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Wooden Zen Stacking Blocks  
¬ 137079 Medium In Calico Bag 6pcs ............. $33.95

Wooden Zen blocks are incredibly tactile, with the unusual shapes 
being a perfect size for little hands. Six blocks contained within a 
handy Calico bag. Each block is approx. 4.5cm.  

Wooden Small Zen Stacking 
Blocks

 

¬ 137080 In Portable Play Jar 11pcs ............... $33.95
Wooden Zen blocks are incredibly tactile and open-ended. Zen 
blocks appeal to all ages as the unusual shapes are perfectly 
sized for little hands to explore and younger kids can enjoy simply 
stacking and rolling them where older children will enjoy the 
challenge of building with their odd shapes. Each block is approx. 
3cm.  

Wooden Ball Set  
¬ 137098 6pcs  ............................................... $29.95

An open ended product, these wooden balls are the perfect 
addition to support schematic play. Children can explore rotation, 
enclosing, enveloping and transporting. Great addition to ball runs 
as they make an amazing sound when rolled. Size: 5cm balls 

Wooden Mushroom Set  
¬ 137102 In Portable Play Jar 10pcs ............... $45.95

Indoor and outdoor loose part wooden mushrooms to add to 
imaginative playscapes. Extending loose parts play into collections, 
this wooden mushroom set is also great to use in sorting and 
maths investigations. Each hand carved each mushroom is 
unique. Size: 3.5 to 9cm 

Wooden Balancing Curves  
¬ 137103 In Portable Play Jar 12pcs ............... $34.95

Fabulous multipurpose wooden block curves can be used in 
many ways - add to your loose parts area as an open ended 
resource limited only by imagination: balance high towers, create 
characters, construct fences or integrate and build with other 
blocks to name a few. Also ideal to replicate and teach indigenous 
symbols assisted by the included fact sheet. Size: 6 to 9cm 

Wooden Cylinder Frobel Puzzle  
¬ 137104 In Portable Play Jar 12pcs ............... $34.95

Inspired by Frobel’s Gifts, the divided cylinder appears deceptively 
simple but represents a complex approach to learning. In Frobel’s 
philosophy the presentation of the gift is as a whole, thus when 
play is complete it must be returned to its whole form. Size: 4cm 
pieces 

Wooden Marble Circle Run  
¬ 137081  ....................................................... $49.95

A 20cm mahogany wooden disc with grooves for the seven 
marbles to travel around, this wooden marble run is perfect 
for open ended child lead investigation and also for children to 
develop their fine motor skills.  

Wooden Spools  
136581 6pcs  ............................................... $69.95
These wooden spools can have a variety of uses from lacing, 
painting, gluing and for use in dioramas and construction. They 
can also be used for indoor games such as skittles. This set of six 
are all sized 130mm.  

Bamboo Channel 
Construction & Water 
Play

 

u 116322 40pcs ..................... $109.95
Set of natural bamboo channels for sand and 
water play or construction. As bamboo is a 
natural material, it will weather and change 
colour with time, this will not effect the use of 
the product. Measurements vary, smallest piece 
measures 10L x 5cmDia, largest measures 40L 
x 8cmDia.  

u 116314 Large 18pcs ................................................................................................................................. $89.95
Large natural bamboo pieces for sand and water play, construction, outdoor play and more. 18 pieces of approx. 80cm, 60cm and 40cm 
in length. As bamboo is a natural product, it will weather and change colour with time.  

Loose Parts = Imagination + Creativity! Loose parts are materials that can be moved, 
carried, combined, redesigned, lined up, sorted and taken apart and put back together in 
multiple ways. They are materials with no specific set of directions that can be used alone 
or combined with other materials. Loose parts encourage creativity and imagination, can 
be selected and used by children anyway they choose and encourage open ended learning.

Loose Parts 
Play
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114695 Pine Cones Mini  190g  ................................................................... $12.50
 Size: Approx. 20 - 40mm 

114694 Bud Cones 220g  ...........................................................................  $12.50
 Size: Approx. 25 - 35mm 

114716 Spiky Pods - Assorted 250g  ..........................................................  $14.95
 Size: 20 - 40mm 

133929 Driftwood 1kg Bag Loose  ............................................................... $19.95
 Size: Approx. 30 - 200mm 

114698 Branch Cuts Ovals 330g  ...............................................................  $12.50
 Size: Approx. 30 - 60mm 

114690 Sea Shells Farmed Assortment 1kg  ...............................................  $13.95
 Size: 15 - 55mm 

146706 Pebbles 1.5kg Assorted  .................... $9.95
 Size: Approx. 20 - 40mm 

146708 Pebbles 1.5kg White  ......................... $9.95
 Size: Approx. 20 - 40mm 

114696 Thick Twigs 360g  ..........................................................................  $12.50
 Size: Approx. 40 - 50mmL 

114713 Pods Assorted Small 250g  ............................................................  $14.95
 Size: 20 - 30mm 

114699 Branch Cuts Circles 330g ............................................................... $12.50
 Size: Approx. 25 - 40mm 

146702 Natural Leaves 90pcs  ...................................................................  $12.50
 Size: 80 - 90mm 

114714 Bark Pieces Assorted 250g  ...........................................................  $14.95
 Size: 50 - 200mm 

113157 Glass Stone 25pk  .........................................................................  $15.50
 Size: 45mm Age: 3+ yrs

146707 Pebbles 1.5kg Black  ......................... $9.95
 Size: Approx. 20 - 40mm 

Loose Parts = Imagination + Creativity! Loose parts are materials that can be moved, carried, 
combined, redesigned, lined up, sorted and taken apart and put back together in multiple 
ways. They are materials with no specific set of directions that can be used alone or combined 
with other materials. Loose parts encourage creativity and imagination, can be selected and 
used by children anyway they choose and encourage open ended learning.

Loose 
Parts Play
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Mahogany Sorting Tray  
¬ 137110 4 Compartments  ............................. $49.95

 Size: 27 x 25.5 x 2.5cmH 

A high quality wooden range of Mahogany sorting trays are excellent value and provide sections for sorting, exploring natural resources, small 
loose parts and other treasures. In addition to sectioned trays, some items contain boxes that can be removed and used as additional sorting 

or storage areas.

¬ 137111 9 Compartments  ............................. $49.95
 Size: 28 x 28 x 2.5cmH 

¬ 137112 10 Compartments  ........................... $59.95
 Size: 40.5 x 19.5 x 2.5cmH 

¬ 137114 6 Compartments & Boxes  ............... $59.95
 Size: 26 x 18 x 6cmH 

¬ 137115 10 Compartments & Boxes  ............. $69.95
 Size: 43 x 18 x 6cmH 

¬ 137113 12 Compartments & Boxes  ............. $89.95
 Size: 34 x 26 x 6cmH 

Wooden Tongs  
¬ 137122 25cm  ............................................................................................  $10.95

Perfect for developing pre-writing skills such as fine motor development. Children will feel a sense of 
achievement as they master the art of using tongs to pick up, transport and release objects. May vary 
slightly in size as they are hand made.  

Natural Wooden Platter  
¬ 136719  .....................................................................................................  $32.95

Finished with a food safe oil, so can be used as a functional option in the kitchen or for a display base 
in an early childhood education centre. Size: 45 x 15 x 5.5cmH 

Natural Teak Hand Carved 
Wooden Round Bowls

 

136701 3pcs  ............................................. $149.95
Range in size from 23 x 20 x 5cmH to 30 x 30 x 8cmH  

Hand crafted from Teak wood around the natural fissures and knotholes of each unique stump reclaimed from logging operations, creates 
beautiful wooden bowls and trays that offer a stylish way of storing class room items. Due to the hand-carved nature of this product, each 

item will vary from the pictured image.

Natural Teak Hand Carved 
Wooden Tray

 

136703 Each  ............................................. $119.95
 Size: 58 x 40 x 7cmH 

Natural Teak Hand Carved 
Wooden Long Bowls

 

136702 3pcs  ............................................. $199.95
Range in size from 47 x 13 x 8cmH to 57 x 30 x 8cmH  
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Felt Balls Sorting Set & Bamboo 
Tongs

 

¬ 137105 In Portable Play Jar  ......................... $44.95
Explore children’s higher order thinking with this felt sorting ball 
set. Use in a provocation and watch how children decide to sort 
and classify, is it by the colour of the stripe or the colour of the 
background. Bamboo tongs are included to extend fine and gross 
motor skills. Size: 2cm balls 

Felt Rainbow Balls  
136575 2.5cm 49pcs  .................................. $24.95
136576 5cm 28pcs  ..................................... $39.95
136577 7.5 & 13cm 2pcs  ............................ $29.95

Felt Rainbow Bowls & Balls  
u 136578 Set of 7  ......................................... $109.95

Includes 7 balls in each bowl. Bowls measure 110mm diameter 
and the balls are 40mm diameter.  

Rainbow felt balls are so versatile, use them for imaginary play, colour sorting or counting. Beneficial for developing sensory and fine motor skills.

Timber Counting Stairs  
148066 30 x 8 x 12cm  ................................ $31.95
Playing with these colourful shapes provides children with a 
hands on demonstration of geometric and numeral recognition 
and counting along with colour matching. Montessori inspired.  
Age: 3+ yrs

Timber 3D Sorting Board  
148067 32 x 37 x 10cm  .............................. $59.95
Inspired from Montessori, this sorting, nesting and stacking board 
is an all in one toy for toddlers. The toy features beautiful bright 
gradient colours, sturdy good size blocks for little hands.  Age: 
2+ yrs

Shape & Size Board  
148005 19 x 19 x 6cm 17pcs  ...................... $27.95
This young-engineer board is a great toy for young minds to have 
fun with shapes, colours and length and to develop shape and 
size discrimination and the gross motor skill of grasp and release.  
Age: 2+ yrs

Timber Size Block Set  
¬ 148075 7pcs  ............................................... $27.95

This set of rainbow coloured blocks contain seven chunky wooden 
blocks in ascending lengths. Can be used for colour recognition 
and ideal for independent learning when exploring length and 
sequence with easy self correction. All materials used are child-
safe and non-toxic. Size: 28 x 3 x 15cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Rainbow Engineering Blocks  
148050 21 x 21 x 15cm  .............................. $59.95
This set of Rainbow coloured blocks is in ascending height. Great 
use for either building blocks or to use for colour recognitions and 
sensory skills.  

Narrow To Wide Knob Puzzle  
148070 30 x 12 x 4cmH  .............................. $27.95
These six piece puzzles are great for the younger age group to 
learn about sizes and hand to eye co-ordination. This resource 
features chunky pieces for an easy grip and colours that go darker 
as the block size increases, allowing self directed learning.  

136578T Full Set 135pcs  ............................. $189.95

Short To Tall Knob Puzzle  
148069 30 x 12 x 4cmH  .............................. $27.95
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¬ 113737 Natural 5pcs  .................................................................................  $49.95

This beautiful grotto set covered with natural bark follows the contours of the wood. Ideal for the 
seasonal or ‘story’ table it also invites the sense of touch.  

¬ 113738 Blue 5pcs  .....................................................................................  $49.95
Sturdy, beautiful wooden grotto set of 5 organically shaped arches. From quality German toymaker, 
Gluckskafer. Size: 22 x 6 x 17cmH Age: 2+ yrs

Gluckskafer Wooden All-In-House  
¬ 113735 Natural 17pcs 22 x 7 x 15cmH  ......................................................  $62.95
¬ 113736 Red 17pcs 22 x 7 x 15cmH  ...........................................................  $62.95

This fantastic nesting house & puzzle allows children to enjoy hours of creative play with the many 
pieces which can be used as furniture, and then nested back together. Virtually indestructible with a 
timeless design.  

Gluckskafer Gable House  
¬113734 18 x 15cmH  ..................................................................................  $52.95

A beautifully sculpted wooden puzzle of a softly rounded gable house enclosing eight rainbow coloured 
arches. Gluckskafer’s coloured wooden products are protected by non-toxic water based paints which 
bring out the natural characteristics of the wood. Virtually indestructible with a timeless design.  

Grimm’s Large Sorting Game  
¬ 139956 26pcs  .........................................................................................  $129.95

This game aids in the development of fine motor skills and hand eye coordination. Young children love 
to put the objects in and take them out of the bowls. Sorting by colours into the bowls is a natural next 
step, and the figures can be matched to the shapes in the frame like a puzzle. Materials: lime wood, 
non-toxic water based colour stain, frame non-toxic plant based oil finish.  Age: 3+ yrs

Grimm’s 7 Friends in 7 Bowls  
139960  ....................................................... $89.95
Grimm’s 7 friends in 7 bowls are all individually hand painted 
wooden peg dolls. Sort and match each doll to its own bowl. 
Decorate each with your own cloth, ribbon or tape. Size: 19 x 3 x 
6cmH Age: 12+ mths

Grimm’s Rainbow Mushrooms  
¬ 139917  ....................................................... $23.95

This is a building and sorting game where every top searches for 
its bottom piece. Combine with other building blocks to create 
wonderful figurines. The Rainbow Mushrooms fit perfectly with 
the colours of the Rainbow (139932) and 7 Friends (139960). 12 
pieces in 6 rainbow colours. Made from Maple wood with a non-
toxic water based colour stain. The mushroom base measures 
4cm and the top measures 1.8cm.  Age: 12+ mths

Grimm’s Rainbow Forest  
¬ 139955  ....................................................... $74.95

Present a forest for each season with these Maple wood tree 
tops. These cones can also be used as rooves and spires in 
combination with building blocks. Same colouring as the large 
rainbow (139928) and sorting game (139956), perfect for sorting 
colours. 12 pieces in rainbow colours. Non-toxic water based 
colour stain. Sizes range from 7 to 11cmH.  Age: 12+ mths
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Grimm’s Rainbow Small  
139932 6pcs  ............................................................................................... $59.95
 Size: 17 x 7 x 10cmH 

Grimm’s toys are designed to encourage toddlers and children to engage in open-ended and independent play using simple 
yet vibrantly coloured shapes. Pieces are hand-cut and sanded, and coloured only with non-toxic water-based dyes.

Grimm’s Rainbow Large  
u 139928 12pcs  .......................................................................................... $149.95

This stacking wooden puzzle, made using Alder hardwood, is a great versatile toy, representing the 
element of air. This large rainbow tunnel can be used as a bridge, tunnel, fence or small house. 
Coloured with non toxic water based dyes. Size: 36 x 7 x 25cmH 

Grimm’s Natural Tunnel Large  
139930 12pcs  ..........................................................................................  $149.95
This stacking wooden tunnel, made using Alder hardwood, is a great versatile toy. The tunnel can be 
used as a bridge, tunnel, fence or small house. A single piece can also be used as a seesaw, or as a 
cave for small dwarves or fairies. Size: 38 x 18cmH 

Grimm’s Natural Tunnel Small  
139929 6pcs  ............................................................................................  $59.95
 Size: 17 x 7 x 10cmH 

Billy Kidz Archway Blocks  
135621 Set of 20  ........................................  $249.95
Birch Ply wooden arches are the perfect addition to the construction 
area. Construction resources help to promote a variety of cognitive 
and physical skills, like fine motor and gross motor development. 
All Arches are 26cm long but come in various widths.  Age: 3+ yrs

Billy Kidz Colour Acrylic Blocks  
135620 Set of 40  .......................................  $399.95
Set of 40 see through lightweight wooden coloured blocks with 
transparent, coloured acrylic inserts. Made from durable Birch 
plywood, these coloured blocks are sized to fit in with your hollow 
block sets. Blocks come in squares, rectangles and triangle and 
vary between 12-16cm in length.  

Billy Kidz Hollow Blocks  
135622 18pcs  ........................................... $399.95

135623 36pcs  ........................................... $699.95

These hollow blocks are great for 
encouraging hand/eye co-ordination and 
construction skills. Available in both 18 
and 36 pieces in total in various shapes 
there are many structures to be made. 
Made from durable Birch plywood, All 
blocks vary between 2 - 4cm in length at 
different heights. Each 36pc set contains - 4 
x Rectangle L, 4 x Rectangle S, 8 x Square L, 
4 x Square M, 12 x Square S, 2 x Triangle L, 
2 x Triangle S. 18pc set contains exactly half.

Billy Kidz Acrylic Mirror Blocks  
¬ 135596 Set of 40  ........................................ $399.95

Made from durable Birch plywood, these blocks with reflective 
panel inserts are sized to fit in with your hollow block sets. This 
set of 40 blocks come in squares, rectangles and triangle and vary 
between 12-18cm in length.  

Billy Kidz Mega Block Set  
135623T 96pcs  ....................................................................................................................................  $1,199.95
These hollow blocks are great for encouraging hand/eye co-ordination and construction skills. Made from durable Birch plywood, all blocks 
vary between 20-40cm in length at different heights. Set includes 20 Archway Blocks, 40 Acrylic Blocks and 36 Hollow Blocks.  
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Gluckskafer, a small family business located in the south west of Germany has been developing 
and producing a range of high quality open-ended, wooden and steel toys since 1945. Gluckskafers 
mission is to bring beautifully crafted traditional toys to children following Waldorf and Montessori 
philosophies that encourage creative play and natural development. Gluckskafer products are 
ecological and completely safe due to their strong environmental commitment through their use of 
only selected wood, mainly Beech and Maple, from European forests FSC certified for sustainable 
forestry. All wood waste is collected and recycled and only certified water based paints are used.
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Children’s Mop Including Handle  
150050 67cmL  .............................................. $9.95

Children’s Indoor Broom  
150051 67cmL  .............................................. $9.95

Children’s Outdoor Broom  
150052 85cmL  ............................................ $19.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each..................$19.00

Dust Pan & Brush Set  
158126 Blue  .................................................. $6.95
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each....................$6.50
Plastic pan & brush set. Colours can vary upon availability. Size: 
Brush 31cm 

Baby Dolls & Clothes 32cm  
138459U Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ......................................................................................................................................................................................................  $269.95

Baby Dolls & Clothes 38cm  
138452U Set of 6 (3 Boys & 3 Girls)  ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... $349.95
These anatomically correct dolls have notably well-defined features which help to identify the most representative races. The dolls are made from vinyl, allowing them to be washed and bathed. They have a scented 
body and come with hair. Set includes the 3 boy and girl dolls with 6 outfits.

Gluckskafer Wooden Doll Pram  
¬ 113730 Large  ............................................ $229.95

Made from Alder wood, this natural wooden pram from quality 
toymaker Gluckskafer is solid, durable and ideal for small children 
up to 6 years of age. It comes with mattress and pillow and has 
rubberised wheels for grip. Size: 68 x 28 x 56cmH 

Gluckskafer Wooden Doll 
Rocking Cradle With Canopy

 

¬ 113732T  ..................................................... $199.95
This cradle can be used in so many different configurations. It 
can be a rocking crib on the floor for a young toddler and as the 
child grows older, the rocking stand can be added. The canopy 
is specially made from pure cotton to suit the cradle. Size: 46 x 
34 x 29cmH 

Gluckskafer Wooden Doll Bed - 
with Mattress & Pillow Set

 

¬ 113733T ...................................................... $149.95
Let children put their doll to sleep in this safe and sturdy wooden 
bed. Made from quality natural Alder wood by renowned German 
toy maker, Gluckskafer, this doll’s bed features a realistic look and 
feel and is a must have for fun pretend play sessions. Size: 50 x 
24 x 22cmH 

Children’s 5pce Cleaning Set  
150053W Mop, Brooms, Dust Pan & Brush  ................................................................................................. $39.95
Teach the children about cleaning early with this 5pce cleaning set, which features a mop, indoor and outdoor brooms and a dust pan. All 
with child sized handles makes these simple and fun to take imaginative cleaning to another level.  
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Melamine Crockery White  
¬ 130318 Cup/Tumbler 260ml  ....................................................................................................................... $6.50
u 130332 Medium Bowl 15cm  ....................................................................................................................... $6.95
u 130330 Small Bowl 11cm ........................................................................................................................... $4.50
u 130331 Side Plate 16.5cm  ......................................................................................................................... $4.95
¬ 130334 Dinner Plate 25cm  ......................................................................................................................... $6.95
¬ 130329 Serving Tray 39 x 15cm  ................................................................................................................. $9.95

Melamine crockery is ideal for any home corner and is also suitable for children to use at meal times, as it is both food and dishwasher safe. Whilst suitable for cleaning in the dishwasher it is recommended not using melamine in a microwave, in an oven or with very hot food.

Gluckskafer Enamel Cookware  
¬ 113703 Low Pot & Lid 12cm ......................................................................  $22.95
¬ 113704 Pan 12cm  .....................................................................................  $18.95
¬ 113705 High Pot & Lid 12cm  .....................................................................  $23.50
¬ 113706 Utensil Set 3pcs  ............................................................................  $15.95
¬ 113706T Set 8pcs  .......................................................................................  $79.95

A complete eight piece set of Gluckskafer Enamel cookware. Featuring a Low Pot, High Pot, Two Lids, 
Pan and three enamel utensils, Skimmer, Ladle and Spatula. All are made in Germany with White 
enamel with Blue trim.  

Gluckskafer, a small family business located in the south west of Germany has been developing and producing a range of high quality open-
ended, wooden and steel toys since 1945. Gluckskafers mission is to bring beautifully crafted traditional toys to children following Waldorf 
and Montessori philosophies that encourage creative play and natural development. Gluckskafer products are ecological and completely 
safe due to their strong environmental commitment through their use of only selected wood, mainly Beech and Maple, from European 

forests FSC certified for sustainable forestry. All wood waste is collected and recycled and only certified water based paints are used.

Gluckskafer Stainless Steel Cookware  
¬ 113707 Pot & Lid 12cm  .............................................................................  $23.95
¬ 113708 Pot With Handle & Lid 12cm  ..........................................................  $23.95
¬ 113709 Pan 12cm  .....................................................................................  $18.95
¬ 113709T Set 5pcs  .......................................................................................  $64.95

Imitate your parents cooking, with this authentic stainless steel cookware set. Part of the German 
made, high quality, Gluckskafer range of high quality kitchen play products. Set includes a 12cm Pot & 
Lid, 12cm Pot with Handle & Lid and 12cm Pan.  

REAL COOKWARE 
QUALITY
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Gluckskafer Baking Tins  
¬ 113710 Round Cake 12cm  ............................ $4.50
¬ 113711 Loaf 15 x 9 x 5.5cm  .......................... $8.50

Gluckskafer Stainless Steel 
Utensils

 

¬ 113712 Skimmer 18cm  ................................. $5.95
¬ 113713 Soup Ladle 16cm  .............................. $7.50

Gluckskafer Kitchen Accessories  
¬ 113718 Measuring Jug 500ml  ....................... $7.95
¬ 113719 Rolling Pin With Steel Axle 17cm  ....... $7.95
¬ 113720 Cutting Board 19cm  .......................... $4.95
¬ 113721 Pastry Set 3pcs  ............................... $12.50
¬ 113722 Whisk Set 3pcs  ............................... $10.50

¬ 113722T Set 13pcs  ....................................... $65.95
Made in Germany, this is a high quality, child-sized kitchen 
accessories set for any home corner area. Consisting of a 12cm 
Round Baking Tin, 15cm Baking Loaf Tin, 18cm Stainless Steel 
Skimmer, 16cm Stainless Steel Soup Ladle, 500ml Measuring 
Jug, 17cm Wooden Rolling Pin, 19cm Wooden Cutting Board, 3pc 
Wooden Pastry Set and 3pc Kitchen Whisk Set.  

Stainless Steel Mixing Bowl  
130351 Small 15cm  ...................................... $5.95
130352 Large 18cm  ...................................... $7.95
Allow children to mix, play and explore with this Stainless Steel 
mixing bowl. Great for many different uses, from mixing dough, 
preparing food for serving or pretend play. Can withstand weather 
elements, so can be used in Outdoor play.  

Stainless Steel Utensils  
130336 Fork 14.5cmL  ................................... $1.95
130337 Spoon 14.5cmL  ................................ $1.95
Great size for children of all ages.  

130355 Mini Tongs 17.5cm  ........................... $7.50
Ideal for cooking sausages, turning kebabs or using in games 
promoting hand-eye co-ordination. Colour varies upon availability.  

Kitchen Scales 2kg  
113657  ....................................................... $19.95
These unique scales have transparent cases that allow you to see 
the working mechanisms. Very robust, all metric dial. Marked in 
10g increments. Accessories not included. Size: 14 x 14 x 16cmH 

Wooden Mortar & Pestle  
¬ 137083 Small 6.5 x 6.5cmH  ........................ $11.95
¬ 137084 Medium 8.5 x 7cmH  ....................... $13.95
¬ 137085 Large 12 x 7cmH  ............................ $22.95

Wooden Mortar & PestleMortar & pestles are an ancient tool that 
have existed in one form or another through history where they 
have been used to crush herbs and spices for cooking or rocks for 
paint. Mortar & pestles combine a child’s love of deconstruction, 
imagination, experimentation and sensory play. Children can use 
fresh or dried herbs to create their own potions, spells or concoc-
tions. Hand carved from wood they are long lasting, food safe and 
perfect for smaller children.

Wooden Tongs  
¬ 137122 25cm  .............................................. $10.95

Perfect for developing pre-writing skills such as fine motor 
development. Children will feel a sense of achievement as they 
master the art of using tongs to pick up, transport and release 
objects. May vary slightly in size as they are hand made.  
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Billy Kidz Birch Work Bench & Vice  
¬ 159598  .................................................................................................................................................  $499.95

Constructed from solid Birch, this high quality Carpenters Work Bench comes complete with a fully working vice. A sturdy shelf enables 
sufficient space for tools & materials be stored and wheels at one end enable easy relocation. Accessories not included. Size: 120 x 60 
x 60cmH 

Untreated Carpentry Timber  
159523  ....................................................... $59.95
Off cuts of untreated carpentry timber comes in a great assortment 
of shapes and sizes. Due to the nature of the product, some pieces 
may have some slightly rough edges. Size: 51 x 38 x 28cmH Box 

Child Claw Hammer  
159103 8oz  ................................................... $8.50
Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more - each....................$8.00
Small weight claw hammer for children to learn to hammer 
nails into pieces of timber. For any size nails. Product may vary 
depending upon availability. Size: 300mm 

Flat Head Nails 500g  
159230 Small 25 x 1.6mm  .......................... $14.95
159232 Large 40 x 2.0mm  .......................... $13.95
Flat head nails are great for timber play. Approx. 440 nails.  

Tape Measure  
113659 3m .................................................... $3.95
This handy tape measure features a rubberised case for strong 
grip and ease of use. Includes a thumb control blade lock. Adult 
supervision is recommended. Colours may vary. Size: 5m 

Gluckskafer Dust Pan & Brush Set  
¬ 113716T  ...................................................................................................... $17.95

A popular high quality dust brush and metal dust pan set, perfect little set for children who love to help 
and suitable for imaginative play. Beautiful quality made to last through the years. Metal dustpan with 
wooden handled brush with smooth, soft horse hair.  

Twigz Stainless Steel 
Hand Tool Set

 

144122 2 Tools ....................... $19.95

Twigz Watering Can  
144123 Galvanised Steel 3 Litre  $22.95

Twigz Bucket  
144124 Galvanised Steel 2 Litre  $11.95

Twigz Galvanised/
Stainless Steel Small Set

 

144124U 4pcs .......................... $49.95
This set of galvanised and stainless steel tools 
is developed for young gardeners. In the set is 
a small hand tool set of 2, 3L watering can and 
2L bucket.  

Billy Kidz Wheelbarrow  
u 135548  ...................................................................................................  $159.95

This robust wheelbarrow is built to withstand the rigours of everyday use. The sturdy steel frame, 
combined with long lasting, heavy duty rubber wheels enable hours of enjoyment. This particular 
wheelbarrow is very functional and durable for children to use in their garden. Size: 90 x 35 x 54cmH 

Twigz Stainless Steel 
Long Handled Tools

 

144120 Shovel 96cmL ............ $24.95
144121 Soil Rake 80cmL ........ $24.95

Twigz Galvanised/
Stainless Steel 
Complete Set

 

144124T 6pcs ......................... $99.95
This complete set of galvanised and stainless 
steel tools is developed for young gardeners. In 
the set is a small hand tool set of 2, 3L watering 
can, 2L bucket, large shovel and a large rake.  
Age: 3+ yrs
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I Will Learn Poster Set  
134021 3 Laminated A3 Posters  ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ $29.95
Series highlights the importance of play in developing literacy and numeracy skills. Posters include: I Will Learn to Read; I Will Learn to Write; I Will Learn Maths. 100% Australian made.  

Cork Uppercase Letters  
110551 36pk  ................................................. $8.95
A-Z (including 2 extra of each vowel letters). Use in craft projects 
and at the same time a great way to learn the different letters 
and recognising basic words, or maybe the child’s name. Size: 
35 x 22 x 4mmH 

Wooden Alphabet Magnets  
116361 52pcs  ............................................. $26.95
Brightly coloured and beautifully designed, the wooden alphabet 
magnets make the perfect toy for children to play, and learn with. 
Packaged in a wooden, Green painted box, the set includes 26 
uppercase and 26 lowercase magnets. Measuring a generous 
5cm for uppercase and 3.5cm for lowercase, the wood is eco-
friendly and the paint is non-toxic.  Age: 3+ yrs

Felt Balls  
¬ 137086 Alphabet 57pcs  ............................... $59.95

Literacy is fun with a colourful alphabet felt ball set. Two full sets 
of each alphabet letter and also including an extra set of vowels 
for literacy presented in a calico bag for storage. Children can 
make the alphabet, make words, sort colours or use as a letter 
recognition game. Size: 3cm Dia 

Voila Wooden 
Jigsaw Alphabet 
Puzzle

 

146927 Capitals .......... $48.95
A storage box containing 26 wooden 
jigsaw representing the letters of the 
alphabet. The section with the letter 
fits neatly into the part on which the 
corresponding picture and word are 
printing. Size: 12 x 28.5 x 6cmH 

Wooden Memory Game  
124446 Alphabet  ......................................... $31.95
These wooden alphabet discs are made from beech wood and 
are silk screen printed with the colourful alphabet. This set has 
26 upper case and 26 lower case discs, supplied in a drawstring 
bag. A unique resource made from natural material which allows 
children to play simple letter recognition and letter matching 
games. Size: 3.5 to 5cm 

Wooden Finger Tracing Cards  
132134 Letters 26pcs ................................ $129.95
Learn the alphabet with these wooden letter cards. Designed 
so that children can trace the letters with their fingers. Made in 
Australia from UV resistant, coloured medium-density fibreboard 
(MDF) and supplied in a Pine storage box. Includes 26 moisture 
resistant, hard and durable cards. Size: 15 x 10cmH 

Designed so that kids can trace with their 
fingers. Made in Australia from UV resistant, 
coloured medium-density fibreboard (MDF) 

and supplied in a Pine storage box.
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Handcrafted with the greatest of care 
and made in the heart of Europe from 
European Alder wood, a high quality 
finely-grained, sustainable hard wood.

Cork Numbers  
¬ 111143 30pk  ................................................. $7.95

Set of numbers from 0 to 9. Use in craft projects and at the same 
time a great way to learn recognition of numbers. Size: 4mm 

Felt Balls  
¬ 137087 Numeracy 44pcs  ............................. $59.95

Colourful felt ball number sets with maths symbols. Introduce 
numeracy in a fun colourful way. The felt balls can also be colour 
sorted for younger children or used as a number recognition 
game. Size: 3cm Dia 

Voila Wooden Number Tray  
146926  ....................................................... $24.95
Children will enjoy learning their numbers by matching the insects, 
birds and animals to the correct digits. The jigsaw pieces fit neatly 
into a wooden tray. Size: 22 x 27.6 x 2cmH 

Wooden Memory Game  
124445 Numbers 1-20  ................................ $31.95
Improve number and colour recognition while using and learning 
logic and concentration to play Matching Pairs. Made from beech 
wood, these beautiful wood discs are screen printed for durability. 
Measuring 5cm in diametre, there are 10 pairs in a set. Size: 5cm 

Wooden Finger  
Tracing Cards

 

132135 Numbers 10pcs  ............................................................................................................................ $49.95
Count from one to ten with these wooden number cards. Designed so that children can trace the numbers with their fingers. Made in 
Australia from UV resistant, medium-density fibreboard (MDF) and supplied in a Pine storage box. Includes 10 moisture resistant cards, 
15 x 10cm each.  

Drewart Wooden Scales  
140321  ....................................................... $99.95
These solid wooden toy scales by Drewart make a great addition 
to your classroom. They can be used in imaginary play and also 
used educationally to teach concepts of weight and measurement. 
Made in Europe from replenishable Alder wood and finished with 
natural, non-toxic oils. Size: 32 x 13 x 29cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Gluckskafer Wooden Balance 
Scales

 

¬ 113717  ..................................................... $119.95
Wonderful wooden kitchen scales, perfect for teaching 
mathematical concepts such as heavier than, equivalent or less 
than. Fun to use in a pretend store, shop or in the kitchen. This 
beautiful crafted Waldorf balance scale is made from Alder wood, 
comes with stainless steel dish’s to fill with all sorts of things and 
5 brass weights in gradual increments of 10, 20, 30, 40 & 50 
grams which is also perfect for learning units of measurements, 
addition and subtractions. Size: 39 x 13 x 39cmH 

Wooden Balance  
Scales With Carabinas

 

¬ 137109  ....................................................... $34.95
A simple to store and transport balance scale, perfect for use with 
buckets or bags for example. These give children the opportunity 
to explore weight as part of their play. Works equally as well in a 
sand pit, hanging from a tree or indoor in the block play area! Size: 
40 x 1 x 15cmH 
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Timber Montessori Counting 
Rods

 

¬ 148074  ....................................................... $39.95
The famous Montessori counting rods are not only good for 
improving counting skills but also for learning basic mathematic 
concepts. All pieces are well sized, brightly coloured and printed 
on both sides. Made from plantation timber, using non-toxic 
materials. Size: 36 x 32.5 x 3cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Timber Pick A Peg  
¬ 148072  ....................................................... $39.95

Pick a peg is a perfect resources for size and colour recognition, 
logical thinking and mathematic problem solving. This peg game 
contains 25 wooden pegs in five graded sizes (4, 8, 12, 16, 20 
cm) and in five colours. Six printed wooden pattern cards (27 x 
9cm), and 1 slotted wooden stand with seven peg holes. Place 
the pattern card in the wooden base slot and match the correct 
colour and sized pegs. Made of plantation timber using non-toxic 
and child safe materials. Size: 26.5 x 23.5 x 7cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Timber Cuisenaire Learning Rods  
¬ 148073  ....................................................... $44.95

The Cuisenaire learning rods include 222 wooden unit rods 
in 10 sizes. The smallest piece is 1cm whilst the tallest one is 
10cm. This is a great set for kinder and pre-schoolers to learn 
mathematics, counting, fraction and develop logical thinking. The 
set comes with 6 guide boards ranging from easy to difficult. This 
set is made out of plantation timber using non-toxic materials. 
Size: 25.5 x 23.5 x 4.5cmH Age: 3+ yrs

Magnetic Translucent Counting 
Chips Tub

 

131785 500pcs  ........................................... $86.95
Great for counting, sorting, currency etc., and being transparent, 
they can also be used on a light box. A steel ring around the edge 
of each chip means that they can be picked up by a magnet. 
Size: 2cm 

Santoys Giant Abacus  
132580  ..................................................... $199.95
This giant abacus is great for group play. It helps children learn 
hand-eye coordination, counting and colour recognition. The stand 
can be assembled in two different positions. Colours and designs 
may vary. Size: 50 x 56 x 92cmH 

Hape Rainbow Bead Abacus  
133943  ....................................................... $31.95
Quality wooden made abacus featuring bright rainbow beads. 
Ideal for introducing patterning, addition, subtraction and 
counting. Size: 12 x 25.5 x 32cmH 

HAPE products are created to inspire play, 
learning and exploration of the world we live 
in. Created using natural materials, water-
based paints and strict quality and safety 
standards, every HAPE toy is an investment 

children will love.

Coko Standard Bricks (LEGO 
Compatible)

 

132503B 500pcs  ........................................... $59.95
Contains basic bricks that will provide hours of creative fun and 
activity for children. Ideal as an add on kit to your COKO bricks. 
Great value! Size: 3-6.5cm Age: 3+ yrs

COKO Base Plate  
132575 Large for Standard COKO Bricks  ....... $3.50
20 x 20 stud base plate for COKO bricks. Colours may vary. Size: 
16 x 16cm 

Coko Nursery Bricks  
132502 100pcs  ........................................... $51.95
Set includes an assortment of bricks, wheels, windows, doors, 
people and roof pieces. Storage bucket included. Size: 3-6.5cm 
Age: 2+ yrs

132509 Medium 12 x 12 Studs  .................... $10.95
 Size: 16 x 16cm 

132501C Large 18 x 18 Studs  ....................... $18.95
 Size: 28.5 x 28.5cm 

Coko Base Plate For Nursery 
Coko Bricks

 

132510 Small 12 x 6 Studs 6pk  ................... $22.95
Stud Base Plates ideal for large COKO bricks. Colours may vary. 
Size: 16 x 8cm 
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Magic Wood Tree Blocks  
139937 36pcs  ........................................... $109.95
36 piece set bagged in a colourful cotton twill, drawstring sack 
with an attractive logo block. Size: From 2cm to 10cm 

Magic Wood Tree Blocks  
140320 Wooden Cart with 144pcs  ............. $499.95
The set of 144 exquisitely hand cut branch wooden blocks comes 
in a sturdy wooden cart that has a lid, handle and wheels making 
it easier to move your Magic Wood around the room.  Age: 3+ yrs

Feelings & Emotions Bingo Game  
¬ 124472 118pcs  .........................................................................................  $29.95

Including 10 playing mats, these Bingo games are a creative and fun way for children to recognise 
many different emotions.  Age: 3+ yrs

Healthy/Sometimes Food Game  
¬ 132131  .....................................................................................................  $79.95

First you have to find the matching pairs of food, then decide whether to place them in the ‘healthy 
food’ box or the ‘sometimes food’ box. Game includes 24 matching wooden cards and 1 sorting box 
measuring 20 x 10 x 10cm.  

Where Does The Food Come 
From

 

¬ 132118 Letterbox Game  .............................. $99.95
Comes with 24 wooden picture cards (12 matching pairs) each 
card measures 10 x 7cm. Size: 39 x 12 x 10cmH 

An Australian made range of educational sorting letterbox games that will give children a hands on learning experience. Multiple lessons 
include sorting and matching cards, memorising card locations, fine motor control skills by carefully inserting the cards into the letterbox 

slots and cleverly deciding which cards go into each specific slot.

Safety First  
¬ 132125 Letterbox Game  .............................. $79.95

Comes with 16 wooden picture cards (8 matching pairs) each 
card measures 10 x 7cm. Size: 21 x 12 x 10cmH 

When I Grow Up  
¬ 132119 Letterbox Game  .............................. $99.95

Comes with 24 wooden picture cards (12 matching pairs) each 
card measures 10 x 7cm. Size: 39 x 12 x 10cmH 

36pcs

comes in 
convenient 
wheely box

144pcs

This impressive Big Book range are all written, illustrated or photographed and printed in 
Australia. Size: 42 x 31cm.Magic Wood Tree Blocks are exquisitely hand cut branch wooden 
blocks. Free form pieces come in precision cut 2cm sizes. Increments (2, 4, 6, 8 & 1 cm) with 
large 2cm discs and bridges to support successful building and early math and metric system 
learning. Diameter of blocks varies. Typical set includes “Y” or forked pieces. Made from 

reclaimed cherry wood. Each piece is finished with flax oil.
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Insect & Sealife Specimens

Mini Beasts  
116160 Insects & Spiders Small Set  ......................................................................................................... $79.95
The sets come in a presentation box. Each set contains: 1 x Goliath Scarab Beetle, 1 x Praying Mantis, 1 x Spiny Spider, 1 x Cockroach, 1 
x Shield Bug, 1 x Cricket and Teacher’s Guide.  

Mini Beasts  
116172 Arthropods Large Set  ................................................................................................................. $179.95
The sets come in a presentation box. Each set contains: 12 x labelled specimens encased in resin, 1 x Trilobite fossil and Teachers Guide.  

Mini Beasts  
116163 Frog Life Cycle  ................................ $79.95
116164 Butterfly Life Cycle  .......................... $79.95
116165 Silkworm Life Cycle  ........................ $79.95
116166 Honeybee Life Cycle  ....................... $79.95
116166T Life Cycles Set of 4 20pcs  ............. $299.95
Contains the Life Cycle sets for a Frog, Butterfly, Silkworm & 
Honeybee. Size: Each 75 x 40mm 

Life Cycle Poster  
128440 Butterfly ...................... $9.95
128441 Chicken ....................... $9.95
128442 Frog ............................ $9.95
128443 Plant............................ $9.95
 Size: 42 x 55cm 

5 Layer Life Cycle Puzzle  
135487 Butterfly 20pcs 19.5 x 19.5cm  ........ $14.95

4 Layer Life Cycle Puzzle  
130581 Frog 21pcs 18cm x 18cm  ............... $11.95
130582 Chicken 21pcs 19cm x 18cm .......... $11.95

Life Cycle Puzzles  
135487T Set of 3  ........................................... $34.95
Beautifully designed, layered puzzle showing the life cycle. In each 
stage of the life cycle the number of pieces also increases.  

Tuzzles Water Cycle  
149748 40 x 30cm 24pcs  ............................ $69.95

Tuzzles Volcano  
149749 40 x 30cm 24pcs  ............................ $69.95

Tuzzles Water & Volcano Cycle 
Puzzles

 

149749T Set of 2  ......................................... $129.95
Fantastic set of puzzles teaching the cycle of water from 
underground to the sky and the stages of an erupting volcano.  
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Discoveroo 5 Layer Body Puzzle  
¬ 144158 Boy  ...............................................................................................  $24.95

  Age: 3+ yrs

Discoveroo 5 Layer Body Puzzle
¬ 144159 Girl  ...............................................................................................  $24.95

This 28 piece puzzle is ideal for learning about the body and also challenges logic and sequencing 
skills. There are 5 layers - skeleton, organs, muscles, skin and clothes. Available in Boy and Girl 
versions. The puzzle measures 25 x 12cm.  Age: 3+ yrs

My Bones Poster  
138987  ......................................................... $8.95
Help students learn the basic bone structure of their body. This 
large wall chart is perfect for classroom discussion. Size: 91 x 
60cm 

Tuzzles Human Body with Organs 
Floor Puzzle

 

u 132941 30pcs  ........................................... $109.95
This Life Size model of the Human Body shows the different 
organs in the body and how they are connected with blood 
vessels. Children find this an exciting way to understand how their 
body works as they work together to build a Human. Size: 120 x 
60cm x 9mmH 

Tuzzles Giant Skeleton Floor 
Puzzle

 

132705 34pcs  ........................................... $109.95
A simple but appealing floor puzzle, great for teaching about the 
major bones in the human body. Giant floor size makes it easy 
for children to lay down next to the happy skeleton and discover 
how bones are joined together and move. Size: 120 x 60cm Age: 
3+ yrs

Tuzzles Animals Of The World Floor Puzzle  
149735 48pcs  .........................................................................................  $109.95
Explore the Animals of the World in this massive floor puzzle. Size: 90 x 60cm 

Children Of The World Puzzles  
132165 Set of 8  .......................................................................................  $299.95
Set of 8 wooden puzzles with special scratch resistant surface in a Pine storage tray. Features stunning 
photography taken in Australia. 12 pieces per puzzle. Size: 38 x 28cm 

Big Book  
132303 Let’s Learn about Children of the World  .........................................  $54.95
 Size: 42 x 31cm 

132260 Where are you from?  ....................................................................  $54.95
 Size: 42 x 31cm 

Big Book  
¬ 132271 Different Is Beautiful (With Teacher’s Notes)  ..................................  $54.95

Different is Beautiful is a fun and educational rhyming big book. Filled with brilliant, vibrant images we 
can discover how different we really are. With our different faces, hairstyles, dress, lifestyles, languages 
and hobbies, we are all different and beautiful in our own special way. Comes with Principal Michael 
Buckley’s ‘Teachers’ Notes’ (4 pages). This book is proudly written, designed and printed right here in 
Australia. 16 pages. Size: 42 x 31cm 
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Big Book  
132291 Learn Where Food Comes From  ...... $54.95
132266 Learn about Sustainable Living  ....... $54.95
  

132278 Learn about Vegetable Gardens  ....... $54.95
132267 Let’s Learn about Eating Healthy  .....  $54.95
  

Big Book  
132269 Let’s Learn about Recycling  ............ $54.95
132279 Learn about Where Rubbish Goes  ... $54.95
  

132287 Saving Water  .................................. $54.95
132292 Recycling is Fun  .............................. $54.95
  

132293 Our Sustainable Farm  ..................... $54.95
132337 Let’s Learn About Compost  ............. $54.95
  

Big Book  
132272 Let’s Learn about Safety  ...............................................................  $54.95
132273 Learn about Feelings and Emotions  ...............................................  $54.95
  

132275 When I Grow Up  ............................................................................  $54.95
132296 Let’s Learn about Emergency Services  ..........................................  $54.95
  

Big Book  
132302 Let’s Learn about Sea Creatures  ...................................................  $54.95

u 132327 What Can You Hear? Big Book & CD  ..............................................  $54.95
  

132328 Let’s Learn About Australian Animals  .............................................  $54.95
132340 Let’s Learn about Technology  ........................................................  $54.95
  

Tuzzles Healthy Eating Pyramid 
Floor Puzzle

 

132706 27pcs  .............................................  $89.95
Beautifully illustrated puzzle with clear images of important 
fruits, vegetables, grains, meat, dairy and fats. Great teaching 
resource and an excellent tool to promote discussion and increase 
understanding on how to live a healthy lifestyle. 9mm thick cut 
pieces. Size: 80 x 60cm Age: 3+ yrs

This impressive Big Book range are all written, illustrated or photographed and printed in Australia. Size: 42 x 31cm.

BUY ANY 4 BIG BOOKS FOR $199.95 
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Billy Kidz Wooden Light Panel  
¬ 135594  ...................................................................................................  $299.95

Light panels are a great classroom resource for discovering colours and shapes with transparent 
objects. The Billy Kidz light panel is LED and contained with a Birch timber frame and is conveniently 
USB powered, so it can be easily be powered from a laptop, computer, USB power point or USB mobile 
battery pack. Mains power adaptor not included. Size: 65 x 65 x 7.5cmH 

Ultra Slim LED Light Panel  
138804 A3  ..............................................................................................  $199.95
 Size: 40 x 52 x 2.5cm 

u 138805 A2  ..............................................................................................  $319.95
Light up your table with this superb light panel, great for discovering colour and shape with transparent 
objects. Features bright, evenly dispersed light with low voltage power supply. LED life expectancy is 
50,000 hours. Size: 70 x 52 x 4cm 

These Tick-It Ultra Slim Light Panels are used for lighting items from 
beneath. The panels have a tough plastic surround and uses low voltage 
technology to make it safe, light weight and highly portable. Can be wall 

mounted. Comes with 12V mains adaptor and lead.

Large Light Box Resource Kit  
u 138803  ..................................................... $219.95

A huge kit for the whole class to share. Set includes hundreds of 
transparent items that can be placed on a light box/panel.  

Attribute Blocks Translucent  
113620 30pcs  ............................................. $12.95
Perfect for showing whole class activities on an over head 
projector or light panels. Includes 5 shapes, 2 sizes and 3 colours. 
Largest square measures 5 x 5cm.  

What’s Inside Animals X-rays  
110860 16pcs  ............................................. $59.95
Engage students in science exploration from the inside out! Set 
includes 16 beautiful animal images on a plastic scratch-resistant 
sheet. Place photos on a light table to reveal the skeletal system 
of the animal! A great tool for teaching animals and anatomy at all 
levels. Includes Teachers guide. Size: 22 x 28cm 

Animals X-rays  
116014 13pcs  ............................................. $49.95
Study the differences and similarities between animals with these 
real animal x-rays. Printed on clear, heavy duty plastic, x-rays 
are ideal for overhead use. Idea guide included. Smallest x-ray 
measures 19 x 8cm.  Age: 3+ yrs

Human Body X-ray Kit  
132562 7pcs  ............................................... $42.95
See the human body like you’ve never seen before. Human Body 
Kit features seven fabulous X-Rays to discover what lies beneath 
the skin. Perfect for use with a Light Panel (codes: 138804, 
138805 & 135594) or hold against a window. Perfect learning 
resource for Science discussions. Includes: X-Rays, activities, 
teacher notes and science experiments requiring basic materials.  

Magnetic Discovery Board  
131789  ....................................................... $59.95
Guess which objects are magnetic? That’s the fun (and the 
learning!) behind our Magnetic Discovery Board. Magnetic Wand 
not included (code 131775). Size: 30.5 x 23 x 2cmH 

Giant  
Horseshoe  
Magnet

 

131773  ....................................................... $12.95
This Giant Horseshoe Magnet is plastic-cased and a great choice 
for young children. It is large, safe and powerful. It can be used for 
numerous general magnetic experiments. Size: 22cm 

Shaw Magnetic Pole Marbles  
131774 20pk  ............................................... $11.95
Colour coded plastic cased magnetic marbles. Not only do they 
attract and repel, the colour coding reinforces that opposite 
attract and repel. Red will only ever stick to Blue. Ideal for use with 
Magnetic Wands (code: 131775). Size: 1.5cm dia 

Shaw Magnetic Wands  
131775 6pk  ................................................. $25.95
Powerful magnetic wands. Each set consists of six wands in 
three bright colours. Ideal for use with Magnetic Marbles (code: 
131774). Size: 20cm 
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Big Book  
¬ 132336 Let’s Listen and Learn About Insects . $54.95

Kids love insects! Let’s go on an insect hunt and learn all about 
these skittering, buzzing, humming creatures. Did you know that 
an ant can carry 20 times its own weight? And have you ever 
wondered why lady beetles have spots on their back? This fun big 
book filled with fascinating bugs will teach and inspire the insect-
lover in us all. Size: 42 x 31cm 

This impressive Big Book range are all 
written, illustrated or photographed and 

printed in Australia. Size: 42 x 31cm.

Navir Magnifying and Discovery 
Set

 

130738T 8pcs  ............................................... $89.95
This magnifying and discovery value set allows children to get 
up close and personal with bugs and insects they find in the 
garden. Includes 2 x Triple Bug Viewers, 2 x Mega Bug Viewers, 2 
x Magnifying Lens and 2 x Megalens Magnifiers.  

Plastic Forceps / Tweezers  
u 157523 11cm  ................................................ $0.80

Bulk Buy & Save: 10 or more - each..................$0.70

Big Book  
132297 Let’s Learn about the Universe  ........ $54.95
The Universe is vast and wondrous. Let’s learn about space, stars, 
planets, the Sun, space shuttles and astronauts. Discover that the 
Moon makes the waves and how everything in the Universe works 
together in perfect harmony. Written, photographed and printed 
in Australia. planets, the Sun, space shuttles and astronauts. 
Discover that the Moon makes the waves and how everything in 
the Universe works together in perfect harmony. 16 pages. Size: 
42 x 31cm 

Tuzzles Solar System Raised 
Puzzle

 

u 149651 10pcs  ............................................. $44.95
This stunning, round puzzle shows all the planets of the Solar 
System. Size: 30cm Dia 

Explore The Solar System Game  
132189  ....................................................... $99.95
Hop from planet to planet as you explore the vast solar system 
and learn about each different world. Watch out for asteroids, 
comets and black holes!. Supplied in a wooden storage tray, game 
includes 4 coloured wooden pieces and 1 large wooden dice. Size: 
40 x 40 x 5cmH 

Gillian Miles Poster  
138988 Solar System  .................................... $8.95
Educate a child whether it be in the classroom or at home about 
the world and where it is placed in our solar system! This poster 
is double sided with the planet images on the front and in depth 
descriptions on the back. Size: 69 x 49cm 

139900 World Map & Flags  ........................... $8.95
An exceptional tool for any classroom. This double sided world 
map also shows all countries flags in a clear and colourful format. 
Europe centred, easy to teach and understand international time 
zones.  

Light Blue Ocean Globe  
u 131985 30cm  ............................................ $129.95

Explore the world!! Great way to teach children about the locations 
of different countries, the seven continents and oceans. A large 
high quality globe in a chrome finish with a traditional style with 
the oceans in light Blue and the countries highlighted in bright 
colours. The gimbal arm feature allows a more flexible operation, 
so the globe can be moved in a variety of positions. Size: 30 x 
30 x 42cm 

Explore the world!! Great way to teach 
children about the locations of different 

countries, the 7 continents and oceans.

Easi-Scope Digital Microscope  
132581  ..................................................... $139.95
The Easi-Scope digital microscope is a child friendly, great 
resource for in class investigation. Simply plug into a laptop or 
PC and see everyday objects close up! Magnifies up to 43X. 
LED lighting system in each microscope. Windows and Mac 
compatible. Size: 7 x 5cmH 
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Natural Multicultural Instrument  
¬ 137088 Caxixi Cup Large  ............................. $23.95

 Size: 16 x 8 x 15cmH 
¬ 137089 Caxixi Large  .................................... $23.95

 Size: 21 x 7.5cm 
¬ 137090 Caxixi Small  .................................... $17.95

 Size: 7.5 x 13cmH 
¬ 137091 Caxixi Rattle Pair  ............................. $17.95

A caxixi is a percussion instrument consisting of a woven 
closed basket with a flat-bottom filled with small particles (seeds 
or rocks). The round bottom is traditionally cut from a dried gourd 
or coconut. The caxixi creates sounds from vibrations, like the 
maraca, it is sounded by shaking. Variations in sound are produced 
by varying the angle at which the caxixi is shaken, determining 
whether the contents strike the reed basket (softer sound) or the 
hard bottom (louder, sharper sound). Size: 7.5 x 4.5cmH 

Wooden Hand Tamborine  
¬ 137092  ....................................................... $17.95

Perfect for small hands this tambourine is inviting for musical 
play. It Increases hand strength and enhances cause and effect 
between body movements and sounds. Tambourines are an 
effective sound for transition times. A more active musical 
instrument. Size: 30cm 

Xylophone  
¬ 137093 8 Bar  .............................................. $31.95

Each bar of a Xylophone is an idiophone tuned to a pitch of a 
musical scale. Each is tested to ensure the enjoyment of the 
sound created when played and find it to be melodic. This is a 
fabulous cue sound for fairies and imaginative play. Size: 15 x 
18 x 3cmH 

Hand Carved Bongo Drum  
¬ 137094 20cm  .............................................. $29.95

Drum up some play time fun with one of these animal skin drums. 
Perfect for a Drum Circle. Sit in a circle with drums of various sizes 
and a few percussion instruments. A lead drummer sets the beat 
and others join in and follow. A band leader then uses hand signals 
to either indicate to beat softly or louder or stop all together and 
start off with a new beat. Excellent resource for group activities, 
effective learning and social emotional skills.  
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PlayMe Wooden Pat Bells  
131934 Set of 8  ......................................... $299.95
 Size: 38 x 26 x 12.5cmH 

131935 Display Stand  ............................... $139.95
Display Stand for the Pat Bells (Bells - 131934 not included) Size: 
69.5 x 18 x 11cmH 

131935T Set of 8 Plus Display Stand  ........... $399.95
Pat Bells are an amazing set of colourful bells mounted to 
beautiful Beech timber stands. Each set comes with sheet music 
of popular children’s songs, which is also colour-coded to the 
bells. This entire set comes in the bright Red carry-case with each 
bell resting safely within a foam recess. Bells can be used by an 
individual or up to 8 children at a time. Alternatively safely secure 
and order them correctly within the display stand. Size: 69.5 x 
18 x 11cmH 

PlayMe Wooden 12 Key Xylophone  
131933  ...................................................................................................  $199.95
This beautifully crafted wooden xylophone features a compact design yet produces professional quality 
tones. Padauk (a unique type of wood) was used for the note bars that enables outstanding resonance 
with tonal clarity, without the need for a bulky resonator box like other wooden xylophones. The 12 
keys range in size from 14 to 20cm x 2.5cm bars presenting twelve precision-tuned notes in the 
diatonic scale from C’ to G”. The elegantly designed base is made in high-quality beech wood with 
holes on the side that allow the two included wooden mallets to slide in for storage underneath. Size: 
56 x 23 x 6cmH 

Melody Drum  
¬ 137096  ...................................................................................................  $279.95

The ends of a slit drum are closed so that the shell becomes the resonating chamber for the sound 
vibrations created when the tongues are struck, with the included two mallets. The resonating chamber 
increases the volume of the sound produced by the tongue and presents the sound through an open 
port. Drum comes in a heavy duty carry case with a shoulder strap. Size: 26 x 14cmH 

Natural Instrument Set  
¬ 137095T 8pcs  ............................................. $199.95

A superb collection of eight high quality natural instruments in 
this set, will get everyone moving. Consisting of four Caxixi 
shakers in different sizes, a wooden hand tambourine, an eight 
bar xylophone, a hand-carved Bongo drum and a wooden tongue 
drum. All items are also available separately.  

Wooden Tongue Drum  
¬ 137095 31.5cm  ........................................... $49.95

A tongue or slit drum is a hollow percussion instrument. In spite 
of the name, it is not a true drum but an idiophone, usually carved 
or constructed from bamboo or wood into a box with one or more 
slits in the top. Most slit drums have one slit, though two and three 
slits (cut into the shape of an “H”) occur. If the resultant tongues 
are different width or thicknesses, the drum will produce two 
different pitches. It is used throughout Africa, Asia and Oceania. 
In Africa such drums, strategically situated for optimal acoustic 
transmission (e.g., along a river or valley), have been used for 
long-distance communication.  
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Natural Percussion Musical Set  
131205 15pcs  ........................................... $219.95

Set Includes: 1 x Wooden Tambourine without 

Skin, 1 x Triangle, 2 x Claves Pairs, 1 x Blue 

Ribbon Round Tone Drum, 1 x IQ Plus Wooden 

Round Shaker, 1 x IQ Plus Castanet with Handle, 

1 x IQ Plus Two Tone Wood Blocks, 1 x IQ Plus 

Wood Egg Shaker, 1 x IQ Plus Half Moon Wood 

Tambourine, 1 x IQ Plus Jingle Stick, 1 x IQ Plus 

Small Bamboo Shaker, 1 x Wooden Tambourine 

with skin. All in a Small Seagrass Basket. All 

items are available individually. Products in set 

are subject to change.

IQ Plus Wooden Round 
Shaker

 

131362 10cm ......................... $12.95
Constructed of eco-friendly Siam Oak wood, 
they deliver a controlled shaker sound. Their 
shape makes these shakers excellent for playing 
accents. Size: 10cmH 

IQ Plus Castanet with 
Handle

 

131365 15cm ........................ $24.95
Castanets consist of a pair of concave shells 
joined on one edge by a rope or string. They 
are usually held in the hand and played with the 
fingers to create rhythmic accents. Castanets are 
often played in pairs, with one in each hand to 
create a rapid series of clicks. Both the claves 
and handles are constructed of eco-friendly Siam 
Oak wood. Size: 15cmL 

IQ Plus Two Tone Wood 
Blocks

 

131367 17cm ........................ $24.95
Create different harmonics by striking the block 
at different places along its shell. Children can 
experiment with the different sounds created 
by hitting the different spots on the block. 
Made of hand-selected environmentally friendly 
rubberwood with no sharp edges and comes 
with a wooden mallet. Size: 17cmL 

IQ Plus Wooden 
Maracas

 

131368 2pcs ......................... $25.95
Shake, Rattle and Roll! These colourful wooden 
maracas are a wonderful, easy to use instrument 
for all stages of development. Perfect for rhythm 
and movement, as well as terrific for developing 
fine motor skills. Size: 12cmL 

IQ Plus Wood Egg 
Shaker

 

131369 6cm ........................... $14.95
This natural wood egg shaped shaker makes 
a gentle noise that will encourage and enable 
young children to shake it and develop a sense 
of musical rhythm. It is approximately 6cm long 
and 4 cm in diameter at it’s widest point.  

IQ Plus Half Moon Wood 
Tambourine

 

131370 15cm ......................... $32.95
A wooden crescent tambourine with chrome 
plated steel alloy jingles - delivering crisp cutting 
sounds when played.  

IQ Plus Jingle Stick  
131371 20cm ........................ $16.50
A wooden hand-held tambourine with chrome 
plated steel alloy jingles - delivering crisp cutting 
sounds when played.  

IQ Plus Cymbals  
131340  ................................ $31.95
IQ Plus mini cymbals create bright, resonating 
tones when played. They are often used as part 
of a larger band in certain musical situations. 
Constructed from high quality copper, these 
cymbals product crystal clear tones that project 
clearly over loud music.  

Claves Pair  
u 131264  ................................... $8.95

Bulk Buy & Save: 4 or more .........$8.50
Small hardwood cylinders have comfortable 
rounded ends and a bright, tone. Small size is 
perfect for small hands. Colour may vary upon 
availability. Size: 2 x 19cmH each 

Triangle  
131260 15cm Steel .................. $8.95
Great way instrument to encourage the 
development of hand and eye coordination and 
timing.  

Wooden Tambourine 
20cm

 

131253 Without Skin .............. $11.95
Wooden frame tambourine without skin. 5 sets 
of bells around the frame with an space to hold 
the tambourine.  

133147 with Skin .................. $14.95
Allow the children to keep the beat with this 
wooden tambourine with skin. Has 5 sets of 
bells around the frame.  
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Trommus Drum  
140340 Small Yellow  .................................................................................  $89.95
 Size: 17 x 17 x 17cmH 

140342 Small Turquoise  ............................................................................  $99.95
 Size: 22 x 22 x 19cmH 

140344 Small Orange  ..............................................................................  $119.95
 Size: 28 x 28 x 18cmH 

140345T Small Set of 3  .............................................................................  $289.95
Set of 3 small Trommus drums including Yellow, Turquoise and Orange drums.  

Since 1998, Trommus has contributed to the setting of new standards for 

drums used in the teaching of rhythmics. The drums have been developed by 

a teacher of rhythmics, focussing on sound, quality, and functionality. Based 

upon his own experience he set out to develop a drum that would meet the 

needs of the users, students as well as teachers. The result was a very sturdy 

drum that is easy to use by big and small, in a design that is easily recognized. 

The drums are inspiring and easy to work with, and are designed for storage 

within each other. They are handmade in Denmark using natural skin, and 

contain no harmful substances.

Trommus Drum  
140341 Large Yellow  ...............................................................................  $109.95
 Size: 17 x 17 x 32cmH 

140343 Large Turquoise  ..........................................................................  $149.95
 Size: 22 x 22 x 52cmH 

140345 Large Orange  ..............................................................................  $169.95
 Size: 28 x 28 x 53cmH 

140345U Large Set of 3  .............................................................................  $399.95
Set of 3 large Trommus drums including Yellow, Turquoise and Orange drums.  

Polyester Scarf  
¬ 116488 Nautical 105 x 180cm  .................................................................................................................. $14.95
¬ 116489 Blue Lion 105 x 180cm  ................................................................................................................ $14.95
¬ 116491 Grey/White/Tan 105 x 180cm  ....................................................................................................... $14.95
¬ 116491T Set of 3  ........................................................................................................................................ $41.95

A play scarf has a multitude of uses only limited 
by a child’s imagination. Children love scarf play! 
Using scarves can teach important concepts, 
enhance motor skills, help children to express 
creative movements, and it’s fun too! Very 
popular in dress up activities, scarves can be 
used for capes, skirts or veils and play scenes 
can be enhanced with the addition of a scarf.

Silk Playcloth/Scarf  
139950 Red  ................................................. $25.95
139951 Emerald  .......................................... $25.95
139952 Royal Blue  ...................................... $25.95
139953 Yellow  ............................................. $25.95

Rainbow Silk Scape  
139958 3 x 1m  ............................................ $79.95

139954 Rainbow  ......................................... $29.95
139954T Set of 5  ......................................... $124.95
A set of coloured play silks are one of the best additions to a 
child’s playroom. It is amazing to see what children create with 
them. Size: 90 x 90cm 

Night Sky Silk Scape  
139959 3 x 1m  ............................................ $79.95
Perfect for covering play stands, draping puppet theatres, making 
bed canopies or setting up as a play background.  


